NETSUITE CERTIFICATION
SERVICES
NetSuite Services

Your company has made the move
to NetSuite’s comprehensive cloud
solution. Your investment in the
solution guarantees that the system
and processes are in place for your
business success.
An investment in your people
guarantees that the system and
processes are not only implemented,
but fully leveraged. More and more
companies recognize that professionals
who have validated NetSuite expertise
have a major impact on their success.
Through the certification process,
employees can pick up new skills and

Benefits:
• More effective deployments
• Greater return on your investment
• Confidence hiring certified individuals
• Increased productivity
• Networking within an elite community
• Career growth

www.netsuite.com

practices that can help your company get the
most out of your NetSuite solution.

achievement and NetSuite Certified logos for
use on your business cards and website.

The NetSuite Certification program offers
a chance to meet with NetSuite product
experts who have worked with hundreds of
NetSuite customers to learn tips, insights and
successful strategies. In addition, they benefit
by developing new networking connections
within the NetSuite Certified community.
The investment pays off in more effective
deployments, better productivity, efficiency
and ROI, and helping your company scale
and succeed.

Benefits for NetSuite Customers
Knowing you are hiring certified professionals
can help ease your mind about getting the
most from your solution. In-house expertise
will help you address common challenges that
come with transitioning to a new system, such
as low user adoption.

Benefits for Individuals
Whether you are a potential or existing
employee, becoming a certified NetSuite
professional distinguishes you from the rest
of the crowd. As more companies join the
growing number of organizations that invest in
NetSuite’s cloud solution, professionals with
validated expertise will also grow in demand.
Here are just some of the benefits of
certification for individuals:
• Become part of an elite NetSuite

professional network.
• Increase your professional opportunities with

recognized and respected certifications.
• Distinguish yourself from non-certified peers

to accelerate your career.
• Access a closed LinkedIn community of other

NetSuite-certified individuals for networking.
• Promote your NetSuite Certified achievement

in the form of a NetSuite Certified Certificate of
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Here are just some of the benefits of
certification for NetSuite customers:
• Ensures that your staff is trained to the

highest skill level and has a thorough
understanding of NetSuite.
• Validates that your staff’s skills and

knowledge have been retained and can be
applied on the job.
• Gives you confidence when hiring as

you can seek the most qualified and
certified individuals.
• Helps you achieve greater ROI from your

NetSuite investment as your staff will be able
to better support the product.
• Provides a recognized benchmark by which

to measure and evaluate your employees.
• Increases your staff’s productivity

and ensures the quality of NetSuite
implementations and ongoing support.
• Ensures that your staff will provide better

support to your users.
• Obtain discounts on training for employees

who are NetSuite Certified.
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Types of Certification
The candidate can work with the NetSuite product and has a basic
understanding of the following concepts and features which are covered
on the exam:
• Features and standard modules (i.e., CRM, ERP)
• Company and user preferences
• Relationship between users, roles and permissions
• User interface customization options
• Dashboards, reports and searches
• Standard record types and how they are structured
• NetSuite product release process
The candidate ideally has one year of experience configuring and
managing a robust NetSuite implementation. The candidate can perform
the day-to-day tasks of managing the application to meet the company’s
needs. Their role is to support users and they understand the standard
business processes, standard accounting practices, advanced features,
options and capabilities of the product.
They can match NetSuite ERP solutions to business requirements. This
person can advise on how to change standard ERP workflows, when to
use scripting tools to meet the business needs and when to extend use
through integrations. This consultant can explain the implications and
benefits of NetSuite configuration options.
The candidate has 1-2 years of working with relevant SuiteCommerce
technologies. They have functional knowledge in addition to development
experience with NetSuite. They can architect solutions to customer
requirements that may include workflow, scripting or integration with an
outside system. Additionally, a candidate may have 2-3 years of relevant
web development experience. This person has the knowledge and skills
needed to create, extend and implement NetSuite commerce applications.
This person has an awareness of secure, scalable, reliable and performant
solutions to customize, extend and/or interact with NetSuite. Knowledge
of JavaScript, JSON, HTML, CSS and REST technologies as well as
ecommerce fundamentals will also be helpful.
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Types of Certification
The candidate has 1-2 years of working with relevant SuiteCommerce
Technologies. They have functional knowledge in addition to development
experience with NetSuite. They can architect solutions to customer
requirements that may include workflow, scripting or integration with
an outside system. Additionally, a candidate may have 2-3 years of
relevant web development experience. This person has the knowledge
and skills needed to create, extend and implement NetSuite commerce
applications. This person has an awareness of secure, scalable, reliable
and performant solutions to customize, extend and/or interact with
NetSuite. Knowledge of JavaScript, JSON, HTML, CSS and REST
technologies as well as ecommerce fundamentals will also be helpful.
SuiteAnalytics User. The candidate has a solid understanding of NetSuite
data structure and can pull data from NetSuite using Reports, Financial
Reports and Searches functionality. The candidate can identify the
differences between the capabilities of these tools, and knows how to
customize layout and format across all of them. They understand how to
use expressions, functions and formulas in NetSuite SuiteAnalytics. The
candidate can build dashboards to suit the needs of a variety of end users.
Financial User. The candidate can navigate all finance/accounting parts
of the NS application, and understands where to find resources. They can
articulate the features and standard modules related to accounting. They
understand NetSuite release cycles and can find information about the
product. They can articulate NetSuite standard accounting process flows.

Visit www.netsuite.com/certification for program details and FAQs.

For more information, contact your Account Manager
or email educationadvisor@netsuite.com.
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